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Blue kayn guide s9

Kayn RunesKayn Jungle Rune Build53.95% WR (33,961 Matches)Summoner Spells52.6% WR (160,229 Matches)Toughest MatchupsThese champions counter Kayn JungleAmumuNunu &amp; WillumpViHecarimUdyrKha'ZixRek'SaiMaster YiSkarnerFiddlesticksSkill PriorityQWESkill PathMost popular
ability leveling orderQReaping SlashWBlade's ReachEShadow StepRUmbral TrespassPThe Darkin ScytheStarting ItemsBest for most matchupsMythic &amp; Core ItemsBuild this every gameFourth Item OptionsOptions after core buildFifth Item OptionsSixth Item OptionsStarting &amp; Core ItemsFourth
Item OptionsFifth Item OptionsSixth Item OptionsStarting ItemsBest for most matchupsMythic &amp; Core ItemsBuild this every gameFourth Item OptionsOptions after core buildFifth Item OptionsSixth Item Options Pick Rate Win Rate 99.4% 47,684 52.58% 0.41% 195 54.87% Pick Rate Win Rate Q W E
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Q E W Q Q R Q W Q W R W W E E 51.57% 13,511 65.92% Pick Rate Win Rate Starter Items 53.42% 22,465 52.58% 21.9% 9,209 53.11% Recommended Builds 22.06% 5,209 58.69% 20.95% 4,947 66.12% 5.1% 1,203 59.93% 3.69% 872 58.83% 3.57% 844 63.98%
Boots 33.65% 13,505 53.19% 31.09% 12,477 53.45% 28.49% 11,435 55.24% 8th /39 52.59% Jungle Kayn Win Rate 3rd /39 15.97% Jungle Kayn Pick Rate Kayn Win Rate by Game Length Kayn Build 10.23 ranked as S-Tier pick for jungle role in season 10. This champion currently has a win rate of
52.29% (Ok), a Pick Rate of 7.87% (High), and a ban rate of 1.64% (Average). Using Rouness dominance and a strong duel clause build, combine with shootout playstyle, it's hard to play champion in league legends. The best Kayn item to build season 10 starts with and shopping. The best mythical item
for Kayn is you'll build Goredrinker, followed by silver Steelcaps purchases. The last elements you will need to complete your champion item build guide are the edge of the night and either the dance of death. Be sure to use Flash and Smite as spells of your conscript. What's running for the Kayn S10?
Kaine's best rune for the jungle is dominance as initial and accurate as secondary. In Tree Domination, the best Keystone Rune used will be Dark Harvest.Patch 10.23 Kayn RunesSkill OrderThis section will explain what abilities you level for this Kayn Build S10. Your first opportunity for Level 1 should be
Q Reaping Slash, and then you have to start tipping Q Reaping Slash. After that, you can start leveling the coverage of W Blade and then E Shadow Step.›› Skills Order – What is level12345678911111213151617171718QWEQRQQWQWRWWEEREEHow to play GuideDue to the band phase of this
selection, it usually plays in a jungle position. That pick has not yet seen any meaningful play in other lanes. Ranked as the #26 in the jungle for a patch of 10.23, placing it in our S-Tier Rank. Which we considered the most reliable pick-ups for ranking a solo queue, regarding complexity, then it's hard to
play a champion for new players in league legends. How to build Kayn S10 patch 10.23? Since this season 10 Kayn and Llané will help you hurt physical damage, you will focus on building bursty bruiser elements, building to easily win exchanges during the lane phase. The recommended options that
play as shootout characters are as follows: Our first choice is Jax, which is a really good option, along with Yasuo and TryndamereYo can also like season 11 guide Karasmai's Season 11 Challenger Kayn Guide r/KaynMains | Comprehensive Guide [10.23] Votes: 289 Views: 511 749 Will You Find
Yourself Worthy? - In depth Kayn Guide Voices: 2,843 views: 9,114,887 My Season 11 Kayn Guide | in depth Kayn Guide | Season 11 Weed Kayn's Season 10.23 In-Depth Kayn Jungle Guide  Challenger  S11 Kayn Jungle Guide - FEAR Kayn (10.23) Faint Fear of Shadow | Kayn Jungle
Manamune Build | S11 Season 11 Builds Blue Kayn Season 11 - Gold Elo OP Kayn Mid Season 11 Kayn Guide Preseason 10.23 Season 11 Sheida Kane Guide [10.23] Top Lane Kayn Guide [10.23] Best Kayn Jungle Shadow Assassyn/Rhaast S11 [10.23] Pre - Kayn Jungle Season Contender Best
Kayn EUNE (Dark Aura) Blue Kayn Guide. Ranking pending views: 410 NoName's Kayn Guide Blue Kayn (KF) Kayn Fighter [red] Pro Kayn build big for smurfing Kayn guide to build Kayn skins abilities issue to top Kayn guide to build Kayn skins abilities issue to Top Skin Release Wishlist Popularity Cost
1820 1350 Kayn Guides Build Kayn Skins Abilities Questions to Top Range Abilities Cost cooldown Passive Self Kayn Darkin Skit Kane possesses an ancient, sentimental weapon, who fights him for control. Dealing with damage to the champions causes them to drop balls that are automatically collected
when leaving the fight, filling the bar over Kane's portrait. Once the bar is full, he can choose to either be overwhelmed by Rhaast or kick him out to become a Shadow Killer based on whether he has damaged more melee or ranged champions, respectively. After the justification, another option becomes
available after 4 minutes. Kayn can continue picking up balls for his other form to reduce waiting times. The transformation can only be performed by interacting with Kane's portrait while calling the platform, constantly changing his abilities. Q Reaping Slash Kayn's Q Ability Self 50 6/5.5/5/4.5/4 Kayn
dash forward, dealing 75/95/115/135/155 (+0.65 per bonus attack damage) physical damage to all enemies through which it passes before thriving, again causing the same damage to the surrounding enemies. Both cases reaping slash deal 40 bonus damage against favorites and monsters. W Blade's
Reach Kayn's W Ability Self 60/65/70/75/80 13/12/11/10/9 After a short delay, in which he can not perform any other actions, Kayn performs an upward sweep with his oblique, dealing 90 / 135 / 180 / 225 / 270 (+ 1.3 for damage to the bonus attack) physical damage to all enemies in the line and 90%,
rotting for 1.5 seconds. E Shadow Step Kayn's E Ability Self 90 21/19/17/15/13 Kayn gains 40% bonus speed, is ghostly and can collision with the terrain within 1.5 seconds. Immobilization of effects will interrupt the shadow step. Kayn treats himself at 100/115/130/145/160 (+ 0.4 for damage to the bonus
attack) when driving through the terrain for the first time and, if he's not in a fight with the enemy champions, shadow step duration increases to 7/7.5/8/8.5/9 seconds. Joining the fight with the champion after strengthening the effect reduces the remainder of the duration to 1.5 seconds. R Umbral
Trespass Kayn's Ultimate (R) Ability 550 100 120/100/80/80/80 Passive: Kane's main attacks and abilities mark the opponent's champions within seconds. Active: Kane can activate Umbral Trespass to infect a noted champion opponent for up to 2.5 seconds, revealing them and becoming targeted
throughout time. Reactivating the Umbral Way ends the effect early. Once reactivating or at the end of the duration, Kayn wrenk keys are free from his body in the direction of the cursor, dealing 150/250/350 (+ 1.75 for damage to the bonus attack) physical damage to the target. The Darkin Scythe: The
passive attacks and abilities of Shadow Assassin Kayn's Passive Self Kayn deal 12% - 44% (based on the level) of damage after mitigation as bonus magical damage, lasting for 3 seconds after entering the fray with a hostile champion, refreshing after 8 seconds out of a fight with them or using Umbrala
Trespass. Q Reaps Slash: Shadow Killer Kayn's Q Ability Self 50 7/6.5/6/5.5/5 Kayn Dash Forward, case 75 / 95 / 115 / 135 / 155 (+0.65 for bonus damage attack) physical damage to all enemies he goes through before thriving his braids, dealing the same damage again to surrounding enemies. Both
cases reaping slash deal 40 bonus damages against monsters. W Blade's Reach: Shadow Assassin Kayn's W Ability Self 60/65/70/75/80 13/12/11/10/9 After a short delay, Kayn connector a living shadow at his casting position that performs an upward sweep with his oblique, dealing 90/135/180/225/270
(+ 1.3 on bonus attack damage) physical damage to all enemies in the line and slowing them down by 60%, rotting for 2 seconds. Shadow Assassin provides a Blade's Reach 200 bonus range. E Shadow Step: Shadow Assassin Kayn's E Ability Self 90 8 Kayn removes the slowdown on itself, gains 40%
of the bonus speed, is ghostly and can ignore collisions on the ground for 1.5 seconds. Immobilization of effects will interrupt the shadow step. Kayn treats himself at 100/115/130/145/160 (+ 0.4 for damage to the bonus attack) when driving through the terrain for the first time and, if he's not in a fight with
the enemy champions, shadow step duration increases to 7/7.5/8/8.5/9 seconds. If Kayn enters the terrain at least once, Shadow Step will be improved for the rest of its duration to give an 80% movement speed bonus and make Kane immune to slowing down. Joining the fight with the champion after
strengthening the effect reduces the remainder of the duration to 1.5 seconds. R Umbral Trespass: Shadow Killer Kayn's Ultimate (R) Ability 750 100 / 100 / 80 / 80 / 80 Passive: Passive: Basic attacks and abilities mark the enemy champions within seconds. Active: Kane can activate Umbral Trespass to
infect a noted champion opponent for up to 2.5 seconds, revealing them and becoming targeted throughout time. Reactivating the Umbral Way ends the effect early. Once reactivating or at the end of the duration, Kayn wrenk keys are free from his body in the direction of the cursor, dealing 150/250/350
(+ 1.75 for damage to the bonus attack) physical damage to the target. The Shadow Assassin form provides a bonus range of the Umbral Trespass 200 and, based on the target, resets the charging of the Darkin Skit. Kayn can also exit between 300 and 500 units from its host based on the cursor
position. The Darkin Scythe: Passive Samo rhaast Kayn treats 30-40% of the post-mitigation damage that he is dealing with spells against a champions opponent (depending on level). Q Reaps Slash: Rhaast Kayn's Q Ability Self 50 7/6.5/6/5.5/5 Kayn Dash Forward, dealing with 55% of his total attack
damage (+5% (+4% per 100 bonus attack damage) maximum health targets) physical harm to all enemies he goes through before thriving his braids, dealing the same damage to the newly surrounding enemies. Damage from monsters capped in 200 / 250 / 300 / 350 / 400. Both cases reaping slash deal
40 bonus damages against monsters. W Blade's Reach: Rhaast Kayn's W Ability Self 60/65/70/75/80 13/12/11/10/9 After a short delay, in which he can not perform any other actions, Kayn performs an upward sweep with his oblique, dealing 90 /135/180/225/270 (+ 1.3 on bonus blow damage) physical
damage to all enemies in the line, knocking them down by 1 second and then slowing them down by 60%, rotting for 1.5 seconds. E Shadow Step: Rhaast Kayn's E Ability Self 90 21/19/17/15/13 Kayn gains 40% of the bonus speed of movement, a ghost and can ignore terrain collisions for 1.5 seconds.
Immobilization of effects will interrupt the shadow step. Kayn treats himself at 100/115/130/145/160 (+ 0.4 for damage to the bonus attack) when driving through the terrain for the first time and, if he's not in a fight with the enemy champions, shadow step duration increases to 7/7.5/8/8.5/9 seconds. Joining
the fight with the champion after strengthening the effect reduces the remainder of the duration to 1.5 seconds. R Umbral Trespass: Rhaast Kayn's Ultimate (R) Ability 550 100 120/100/80/80/80 Passive: Kane's main attacks and abilities mark the enemy champions within seconds. Active: Kane can
activate Umbral Trespass to infect a noted champion opponent for up to 2.5 seconds, revealing them and becoming targeted throughout time. Reactivating the Umbral Way ends the effect early. After reactivating or at the end of the duration, Kayn wrenk keys are free of his body in the direction of the
cursor, dealing 10% (+ 13% per 100 bonus attack damage) maximum health targets like physical damage to the target, and healing it for 70% of that amount. guide to build Kayn skins abilities issue issue Most popular
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